Located on the 6th floor of Osaka Nanko ATC on the waterfront of Osaka, Japan are Incubator Offices for future entrepreneurs to gather and launch their businesses. Just a 3-minute walk from the Trade Center-mae Station on the Nanko Port Town Line.

By train

- **From Subway Umeda Station**
  Take the Subway Midosuji Line from Umeda to Hommachi Station. Transfer to the Chuo Line for Cosmosquare and get off at Trade Center-mae Station of the Nanko Port Town Line. It takes approx. 30 min.

- **From JR Line Osaka Station**
  Take the JR Loop Line from Osaka to Bentencho Station. Transfer to the Chuo Line for Cosmosquare and get off at Trade Center-mae Station of the Nanko Port Town Line. It takes approx. 30 min.

By bus

- **From Kansai International Airport**
  Take the Airport Limousine Bus bound for Osaka Nanko to the Hyatt Regency Hotel Osaka. It is a 2 min. walk from there to ATC. It takes approx. 45 min.

By car

- **From Kansai International Airport**
  Exit the Hanshin Expressway at Nanko-minami ramp and drive in the direction of ATC.